
Hesleden Primary School – Remote Learning – w/c 01.02.21 – Reception 
 

Use this grid as a guide for activities to do during time spent at home. There are 15 activities to try – 3 per day for a week. You can also come up with your own activities. 
Please remember to read every single day. There are free ebooks available via the Oxford Owl website https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-
page/ if you want to try something different. Have a look at the maths lessons on Early Years | White Rose Maths 
A big favourite in Class 1 is https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks to support maths practice. CBeebies itself has many fun things to try! 
Other websites provide online support and active learning ideas, for example: https://hungrylittleminds.campaign.gov.uk/   and https://www.bbc.co.uk/tiny-happy-
people/nursery-rhymes-and-songs-collection 

Watch the RWInc lessons on you 
tube. 
 
If you enjoyed the games on the 
following link continue to practise 
your sounds by playing the games.  
https://www.teachyourmonstertor
ead.com/teachers-area/classroom-
toolkit/monster-minigames 
 
 
If you are in the ditty group, the 
green or orange group practise 
your reading book and work on the 
writing books or sheets throughout 
the week. 
 

Join the RSPB big garden 
birdwatch or just watch the 
birds in your garden. 
 
Which bird was your favourite?  
Draw a picture and label all the 
different parts of the bird. How 
many parts can you identify? 
Why was this bird your 
favourite? 
 

 

Watch the story of Lotus and 
Feather  
 
https://www.storylineonline.ne
t/books/lotus-and-feather/  
 
Talk to your adult about these 
questions: 
What kind of bird is feather? 
Why do birds migrate? 
What is an endangered species? 
Why are some animals 
endangered? 
  

 
 
 
 

 Write a letter to 
someone you love. 
You could post it and wait 
for them to write back. 
 
 

Watch the letter formation 
demonstrators using the 
following link then practise 
writing the letters. The second 
letter K on the keyboard has the 
correct formation for our writing 
scheme.  
http://www.ictgames.com/mobil
ePage/skyWriter/index.html 
 
Practise writing your full name or 
some sentences from a favourite 
story. Remember to form all of 
your letters correctly and sitting 
on the line. 
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Count the birds that you see on 
a walk or in your garden. How 
many different kinds do you 
see? How many of each kind? 
Create a tally chart of your 
results.  

 

 

Measuring using a standard 
Measure 
Look at a ruler or tape 
measure. 
What is it for? 
What are the marks on the 
measure?(centimetres and 
milimetres) 
 
To measure objects: 
Place the end of the object on 
the 0cm mark. 
Look along the ruler to where 
the object ends- this gives us 
the measurement. 
 
Practise your (level 1) 
measuring skills using the 
follwing on line game: 
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
maths-games/measuring-in-cm 
s.co.uk) 
 

 
 
 
 

Create a rain gauge 
We have had lots of rain lately! 
To find out how much you can 
create your own rain gauge. 
You could use a glass jar or 
plastic bottle to make your 
gauge. If you use a plastic 
bottle you could place it into a 
plant pot to stop it blowing 
over. 
Mark the bottle with a 
measurement scale or use a 
ruler to pop in the bottle/jar. 
Keep a record of your daily or 
weekly measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

1 more or Less Challenge 
Count forwards and backwards 
to 10 and then 20. 
Write out the numbers on 
pieces of paper or use number 
cards. Ask your adult to pick 
out a card and challenge you to 
name the number before/1 less 
or after/1 more the number 
they picked.  
You could write out a number 
line or use objects (Lego or 
sweets) to help you at first but 
as you practise you might be 
able to name the numbers 
without using the number line 
or objects. 
 
Make this into a game – 1 point 
for a correct answer using the 
number line/objects and 2 
points if you can name the 
numbers without using the 
number line. 
 
Total up your final score.  
 

Matching Fun 
Find all the socks in your house. 
How many do you have? Mix 
them all up! Use a phone timer 
to see how many socks you can 
sort in a minute or 5 minutes. 
Challenge your adult to see 
who can sort the socks the 
fastest. 
 
You could try counting your 
scores in 2s- remembering to 
miss a number out each time 
you count. 
 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,…. 
 
Practise counting in 2s with a 
song on you tube: 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=GvTcpfSnOMQ 
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Make a bird feeder. 
 
You could mix lard with bird seed 
and peanuts to create your own fat 
balls. Simply knot some string and 
squeeze a mixture of fat and seed 
around the knot. Leave enough 
string to tie around a tree or bush 
branch. Or try one of the feeders in 
the images below using old plastic 
bottles, cartons, egg boxes or 
orange skins. 

Create fog in a jar 
 
You will need: 
A glass jar 
Ice cubes 
A tea strainer or sieve 
Hot water 
 
Fill the jar with hot water, (ask 
an adult to do this) leave it for a 
minute and then drain most of 
it out (leave in a couple of 
centimetres of water). 
Place some ice cubes in the 
sieve or stainer and place it over 
the top of the jar. Then see 
what happens. 
 
Fact check: Did you know that 
fog is a cloud at ground level. 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Create your own windsock 
Meteorologists (weather 
scientists) measure the speed 
and direction of wind using 
instruments called 
anemometers. A simpler 
instrument is a windsock. 
Discover how to make one,  

To make a windsock, you will 

need: 

Half a milk/pop bottle, a carrier 

bag cut into 2cm-wide strips, 

Pipe cleaner or string, glue, 

sticky tape or a stapler and 

paint mixed with glue (so it 

doesn’t chip off the bottle), 

Collage material. 

 Decorate your plastic bottle 
( if you decorate inside the 
bottle it will last longer). 

 Attach plastic bag strips to 
one end. 

 Add a loop of string or pipe 
cleaner to one end so you 
can hang it. 

 Hang your windsock from a 
tree or a stick dug into the 
ground and see which way 
the wind blows! 

 
 
 

PE 
Move like a bird or animal. 
How many different animals 
can you think of? 
 

Music 
Learn some songs with the 
Durham Music Service by 
watching their videos on 
YouTube   
  
Try joining in with the songs 
and actions! 
 
 
 

 


